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Dear Y Members and Supporters,

As you may have heard, Ottawa's key COVID-19 indicators have been in red-zone range for the past
several days and appear to be getting worse. This prompted our Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Vera
Etches, to make an announcement on Tuesday, March 16, sharing that Ottawa would likely be officially
declared as being in the red zone next week.

Dr. Etches also urged everyone to not wait for the official declaration before adjusting their behavior to be
in line with red zone protocols. The health and wellness of our members, residents, staff, and volunteers -
of our entire community - is of utmost importance. Therefore, we will be moving to red zone protocols
starting Saturday, March 20. This will only affect the number of people able to be on the conditioning
floor at a time (our group fitness and pool numbers are already in line with red zone restrictions), as well
as reducing the duration of conditioning floor sessions from 75 minutes to 50 minutes.

If you are an active Taggart Family Y member with conditioning floor sessions booked over the the next
week, or looking to book in the near future, please read below for more information.
 
Sincerely,

Your Y Health, Fitness and Aquatics Team

Booking your Conditioning Floor Sessions

Starting Saturday, March 20, 2021, the Taggart Family Y will be following red zone protocols. This will not
affect group fitness class bookings or pool bookings, which already meet red zone levels. Our
conditioning floor numbers will be reduced to 10 people per session, and to accommodate as many
people as possible, session duration will be reduced from 75 minutes to 50 minutes..

In order to make sure limits are maintained, and to keep things fair for all members, we will be deleting
all future conditioning floor bookings in our system from Saturday March 20, on.

We will reopen online conditioning floor bookings on Friday, March 19, at 12PM. To book (or rebook) your
session, simply log in as normal - the system will appropriately limit available numbers.

Thank you for your understanding as we work together to keep our community safe and healthy! If you
have questions, please reach out to our member service team at memberships@ymcaywca.ca
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